
 
 

 

 

 
 
Overview 

CARS : Maal Module 

User Manual 

 

The Maal Module in CARS allows Local Qaideen, Regional Qaideen, Regional Maal Nazimeen and National Maal 

Team to log in and check the status of Chanda collection and participation for Khuddam, Atfal and Ijtema Chanda. 

There is a maal dashboard overview (not to be confused with the primary Dashboard view on the home page) 

which shows at a glance the maal status. It changes based on what level of access the logged in user has. 

There is a maal individual data section which breaks down the collections per individual, per type of maal analytic – 

cash collection, standing order and target. 

 
 

Walkthrough 
 

To access the maal module, please follow these steps 
 

1. Log into CARS at https://cars.khuddam.org.uk using your @khuddam.co.uk email address 
 

https://cars.khuddam.org.uk/


2. If your login is successful, you’ll have the Primary Dashboard in front of you. Click on the Maal Overview on 

the LHS to get to the Maal Dashboard. 
 

 

 
3. Depending on whether you’re a local qaid or regional qaid/regional nazim maal , you’ll have a view of maal 

data for 1 or more qiadats in your region respectively. There are several analysis here. 

Overview Tiles 

These give you at-a-glance data about collection across your Qiadat(s). By default, the view shows the 

khuddam Chanda view for the last maal period across the whole Region/Qiadat. 

The statistics shown in the Tiles are :- 
 

- Collections: The total amount of cash and standing orders that have come in so far 

- Deficit: The difference between the Collections and Target 

- Target: The total amount of Chanda to be collected by your Region/Qiadat. Note: This is different and 

unrelated to the ‘Income Budget’ figure we will see later in the ‘Individual Data’ section. 

- Participation: A % figure of how many khuddam/atfal have participated 

There are also several filters available :- 

- Period: You can select the current month, any month that’s passed or ‘Cumulative’ to see everything 

from the start of the current Khuddam year 

- Chanda Type(s): Available options are Khuddam and Ijtema (Atfal and others coming soon). 

- Region(s): This is unchangeable and shows your Region 



- Qiadat(s): This is fixed for a local login and for a Regional logic, allows selection of a Qiadat in his login to 

dig deeper into that specific Qiadat 

Charts 
 

There are 4 charts in total, showing just below the Tiles :- 
 

 

This gives for a Qiadat (or - for each Qiadat - for a Regional login) the collections and target remaining. The X-Axis 

shows the Qiadat name(s) and the y-axis shows the target amount required. There are 3 “Series” – Cash Collections 

(blue), Standing Orders (yellow) and Target (red). In the above example, for the 5th qiadat from the left, there is £43 

collected in cash, £119 in Standing Order and the total target is £308. Any series can be turned on or off by clicking 

the legend at the bottom. 

 

The next chart is a deficit chart to quickly see where the shortage in Chanda is most severe. In the above example, 

the 6th chart from the left has the highest deficit of £376. 
 

This chart quickly shows the participation levels, as a % of each Qiadat. Note: The tajneed used here is taken from a 

snapshot at the end of the previous month so will not necessarily match what’s in the “Tajneed” section on the LHS 

of CARS. 
 



Similar to the first chart, the last chart gives a by-month summary of collections for the region or qiadat(s) selected. 

In the above example, the target is unchanged as each region is assigned a fixed annual target, which is /12 to get 

the per-month amount of 1996 you see above. In the above case, as only 1 month has passed, only the November 

Month is showing with data. 

Individual Data 
 
Data on an individual level is also available in CARS. Clicking on ‘Individual Data’ :- 

 

 

 
Will load a grid of data :- 

 

This shows data for all Khuddam and/or Atfal in the Qiadat/Region. The same filters are available as before. Each row 

has the following columns :- 

- Region: Individual’s Region 

- Qiadat: Individual’s Qiadat 

- Month: The month which this period relates to. 1 being November, 2 December, … 



- Income Budget: The amount this should be collected based on the individual’s employment status 

- Cash: How much cash has been given by this individual in this period 

- Standing Order: How much standing order has been given by this individual in this period 

- Deficit: Perhaps the most important column, this quickly allows the local or regional user to see where 

the biggest deficits are coming form in his Qiadat. 

Clicking the chevron next to each row :- 
 

 

Will load the details of each payment for that individual :- 
 

This above example shows the individual is paying £20 ABOVE his income budget. Specifically there is a standing 

order of £40/month Khuddam Chanda and £10/month Ijtema Chanda, which was paid in Month 1 (November). As 

the year progresses, the rows will increase as each Standing Order comes in. 



Collection Statement & Receipt Entry 

Collection Statements, Receipts and Images of Receipts can be entered in CARS through the ‘Collection Statement’ 

option shown below. Please be sure to read the Notes in the blue box before starting. 
 

Once you’re ready to add a Collection Statement, click on ‘Add New Statement’ :- 
 

 
There are several mandatory and 1 optional fields. Note the date has to be in the format dd/mm/yy (e.g. 23/5/19). 

Click on Save to save it (you can edit it later using the pencil icon shown above if need be). 
 

Once the fields are entered, it should look something like this. 
 



Once you hit Save, the box will close and you’ll see the new entry at the top of the grid. There is a pencil icon which 

can be used to edit the statement. 
 

Next, we need to enter Receipts. The sum of the Receipts needs to be match the sum of the Amount in the 

Collection Statement. To enter receipts for a Collection Statement, click on the row and the grid below will show the 

existing receipts, if any, for that Collection Statement and give the option to add new receipts :- 
 

Once clicked, a box will appear with details for entering the receipt values. Again, a few mandatory values but mostly 

optional values depending on what the Chanda was paid for. You can rapidly enter multiple receipts using the ‘Save 

and Add Another’ option :- 
 



Once a new receipt box appears, it automatically generates the last receipt number based on the last receipt 

number plus 1. So if the last receipt number for this collection statement was 100500, the next one will be 1005001. 

This is an editable field if it needs to be changed. 
 

There are 2 indicators that prompt whether the receipts are entered ok. Once the amounts match, the green 

indicator as below comes up. There also needs to be an image for each receipt as indicated by the prompt below :- 
 

Once the images are uploaded, both indicators will become green and your collection statement is now valid. 
 



Help and Assistance 
 

For issues with logging in to the system or technical problems, please email helpdesk@khuddam.co.uk 

For issues with the maal data, please email maaloffice@khuddam.co.uk 

mailto:helpdesk@khuddam.co.uk
mailto:maaloffice@khuddam.co.uk

